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As the day gets warmer, more and more students are bringing their studies outside
into the spring air. Here, two UMO coeds take advantage ofthe weekend's sunshine to
get some reading done. [Robin Hartford photo]
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Editors note: Governor James B. Longley
announced recently that he won't seek re-election to
a second term as the nation's only independent
governor. Reporter David Karvelas has compiled a
three-part series. the _first of which follows. on
Longley's often stormy relationship with the
University of Maine system. as seen through the
eyes of those who workedfor. ran, and attended the
university during "the Longley years."

The University of Maine has had plenty of time
to think about Gov. James B. Langley. Whether the
nation's only independent governor receives a
passing grade depends upon who's doing the
grading.
Critics contend that Longley's belt-tightening
measures have seriously damaged the quality of
education offered by the university system.
In his first year of office he handed the
university a budget significantly smaller than the
previous year's allocation.
Despite the fact that the budget reduction
forced cutbacks in practically every corner of the
university, supporters maintain it was a necessary
action to fill a campaign promise tor a balanced
budget.
Although Langley has announced he will not
seek re-election in November, a dichotomy at views
remains over his austere policies in dealing with the
university.
Stanley Freeman, acting chancellor of the

A UMO Resident Assistant submitted
his resignation last night after Residential
Life officials suspended him from his job
for two weeks following an incident in
which he supplied information about a
Corbett Hall fracas to the Maine Campus.
Nicholas Heymann. saying his right to
speak as a student outweighed the
importance of his job, issued his resignation to Jean Krall, resident director of
Corbett Hall and Edward Keagle, Wells
Complex coordinator.
Heymann said he was notified Friday
that his job as an RA would be terminated
because he spoke with the Campus last
week about a fight in the dormitory which
officials claim was confidential.
Heymann said that he was notified
Sunday that the officials who made the
decision to fire him had changed their
minds over the weekend and decided only
to suspend him.
"I was told Sunday that the decision to
fire me was made too hurriedly and would
not be a learning experience for those
involved," Heymann said. "But they still
thought I had disobeyed them and some
punishment was merited."
Residential Life officials claim that
Heymann was insubordinate and breeched
confidentiality in discussing the case with
the Campus.
Numerous Residential Life sources, all
whom refused to allow the Campus to use
their names because they contended it

university during Longley's early years, and UMO
President Howard R. Neville demonstrate these
divergent opinions.
"My hunch is yes—the quality has suffered."
Freeman said.
Although Freeman said it's "impossible to
measure" to what extent educational quality has
declined, he admitted that the university is "less
healthy" than it was when Langley took office.
Freeman said Longley's consistent efforts to
reduce university spending have been at the
expense of students and faculty.
Under a Longley-molded state budget, state
employee's salaries were frozen at their current
level, causing many faculty to leave the university
for better paying jobs. Vacant faculty positions were
left unfilled in a further measure to cut costs.
"Faculty morale is lower than it was in the late
1960s," Freeman said. "This translates to less
satisfactory teaching."
Ironically, students were required to pay more
for this depreciated education as tuition rose to
compensate for Longley's cutbacks.
In addition to the faculty salary freeze, Freeman
said. Langley's tight-fisted measures caused the
discontinuation of various educational programs and
the deferral of maintenance operation to university
buildings and grounds.
Reflecting on that situation, Freeman said if he
had to grade Langley on the basis of his relationship
with the university — "He'd fail."
However, he said, "in context of the total state
situation," Longley's record was more positive.

would be inappropriate to discuss action
involving a staff member, also confirmed
that Heymann was suspended after
originally being fired Friday.
The suspension would have taken away
Heymann's pay and would have forced him
to pay room and board costs to stay in the
dormitory.
Three officials. Krall, Keagle and
Joline Morrison, director of Residential
Life, were all involved in the decision to
fire Heymann.
When contacted yesterday, Morrison
refused to discuss the decision without
Heymann's presence. Krall would only go
on record as naming the three officials
involved in the decision against Heymann.
"I don't think I breached confidentiality
because the reporter already had the whole
story and the entire dormitory knew about
the incident," Heymann said last night.
"Where do my rights as a student to speak
end as a part-time employee of the
university?"
Heymann's resignation stems from a
March 20 complex incident in which three
Corbett Hall residents got into a fight
which ended with one of the students
smashing a beer bottle over another's
head.
The three students, Stephen Zabrocki,
Andrew Zelman and George Taylor. all
freshman Corbett Hall residents, were
placed on probation by the UMO conduct

As for the university's current status, Freeman
said. ' We're just starting to climb out of it as a
result of his decision not to run for re-election."
Langley is viewed with a less critical eye by
Neville. who has been UMO's president since 1973.
"Jim Langley has been a good governor for the
state of Maine...if he's good for the state then he's
good for the university," Neville said.
Discounting criticism that Longley's term has
adversely affected the university. Neville said. —rhe
university is a better institution today than it was
when Jim Langley came into office. He passes as far
as I'm concerned."
Most persons, including critics and supporters,
agree that even before Langley was ushered into
office by a minority of the state's population, the
stage for future conflicts with the university had
been set.
Langley. a Lewiston millionaire, brought his
business background into the political arena and
launched an all out attack against frivolous spending
by state government.
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Terrorism
Cyprus native caught in Turkish invasion studies effects
Campus Corner
by Brenda Nasberg
Sociology Professor Kyriacus Markides
returned to his native Cyprus in 1974 to
study rural life in the village of Lysi and to
visit friends and relatives. When he left the
Mediterranean island, Lysi had been

Kyriaeus Markides

Lo' own
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Markides and his wife managed to board
a ship but there were no cabins left. The
couple slept on the deck of the ship at
night. On board were many refugees who
told of the atrocities they had seen. By this
time the Turks had invaded and were
holding one tenth of Cyprus, which they
said was for the one tenth Turkish
population.
The Markides got a flight from Italy- to
the U.S. During a stopover in London, the
Markides learned that 40 percent of Cyprus
had been taken. "It was very strange. On
the plane people were having their scotch
while we were in such psychological
turmoil over the fate of our country,"
Markides said.

Markides plans to return to Cyprus this
summer to study a people who he said "are
refugees in their own homeland." He
wants to know how they survived the
dramatic events that took place. He plans
to interview politicians, talk to refugees,
and gather information that has been
published of the invasion.
The professor said he is not afraid of
being caught in another invasion when he
returns to Cyprus. "I have a lot of people
there I love and that lessens the fears.
Besides, are we safe here? There is no
safety in the modern nation."
He added that he does have one
additional worry. This time, he will return
to Cyprus with a year-and-a-half-old son.

Veteran funds to continue
by Michael Martin
The organizer of Friday's demonstration at the Federal Building in Bangor
said Sunday that he is satisfied with the
Veteran's Adminstration compromise decision on continuous payments to veterans
attending summer school.
Gregory- Darke, president of the
University of Maine Veterans Organization, was unaware Friday morning that
notice of the VA's advisory opinion had
been delivered to University of Maine at
Orono's Veterans Representative Fred
Judkins. Darke and nine other veterans
were carrying placards protesting the VA
policy change at the Federal Building when
Judkins was told of the decision.
"It seems like an equitable decision,"
Darke said. "My only complaint is that it

comes now instead of four months ago."
The new policy states that anyone who
is enrolled in summer school for at least
eight weeks during the summer, with no
break between classes exceeding 14 days,
is eligible for continuous payments.
Earlier indications from the VA
Central Office in Washington implied that
veterans wanting continuous payments
through the summer would have to attend
all terms offered at the school they were
attending. At UMO and several other
Maine schools, veterans expecting continuous payments were caught in a bind,
having already made plans based on
former VA policy.
That former policy required veterans
to be enrolled in courses at least one day
out of each of the summer months to be
eligible for continuous payments.
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As an example of how much the Turkish
invasion surprised the Cypriots. Markides
told of his in-laws who were living in
Farnagusta, a city on the east coast of the
island.
'When I called my father-in-law to tell
him of the danger. he was sitting outdoors
with his wife drinking coffee. I asked them
to come to Nicosia so that we could leave to
go south to the mountains. My father-inlaw asked if he could wait until the next
day," Markides said. By morning the
Turks had invaded Famagusta.
"My father-in-law got dressed and took
his wife to the station in Famagusta then
went home to put on his old suit. When he
got home he got some bread and cheese in
case he might be away for a few days. He
left all the jewelry in the house. He could
not conceive that he would not be coming
back." Markides said.
The Greeks, who make up 77 percent of
the islands population of 650,000, expected
that somehow Greece would help defend
Cyprus. according to Markides. But the
Greek mainland is SOO miles to the west of
Cyprus while Turkey is only 44 miles to the
north. "And Greece was exhausted from a
seven-year military dictatorship. She was
unprepared to come 500 miles to fight a
war in Cyprus." Markides said.
During a cease fire from "one of the
bloodiest events I know in recent times,"
Markides went to the airport to buy tickets
to return to the U.S. He arrived to find the
airport closed.
Markides was beginning to believe that
he might not make it off the island so he
gave his notes to an American professor
from Yak who agreed to take them out of
the country. He had taken notes everyday
while in Cyprus. "I knew something was
going to happen. So I would study local
newspapers everyday and save clippings,"
he said.
Unable to get a flight out of Cyprus,
Markides and his wife went south to the
iarbor village of Limossol. They planned to
get a bo:4 to Italy and fly to the U.S. from
there, but ships leaving Cyrus were
crowded.
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Surprise invasion

Tuesday. April 25

Wednesday

destroyed, his relatives had become
refugees or were missing and 40 percent of
his homeland had been occupied by
Turkish troops.
It was this experience that motivated
Markides to teach a course "Problems of
Violence and Terrorism", to write a book
called "The Rise and Fall of the Cyprus
Republic" which has been nominated for
an award given by the American Sociology
Association, and to plan another trip to the
island this summer to study the effects of
the invasion.
"I have personal motivation to study
terrorism, which has come from experience
with violence in Cyprus during the 1950's
and when I returned in 1973. It was the
most frightening experience I have ever
had." Markides said.
He said that three weeks before leaving
Cyprus, after being on leave from UMO for
a year. "I saw tanks going toward the
presidential palace. Then I saw the palace
in flames." What Markides had seen was
some of the violence that took place during
the coup caused by "Right wing fanatics"
against the dictatorship of President
Archbishop Makarios.
One week later. the northern part of
Cyprus. including the capitol, Nicosia.
where Markides and his wife were staying,
was bombarded by the Turks.
"We went underground into the basemment of a grocery store. Fortunately, since
it was a grocery store there was plenty of
food. I listened to the BBC on the radio and
thought to myself.'My God, they're going
to take over the whole island."
The 20 people who found refuge in the 15
foot by 20 foot cellar remained there for
four days until a cease fire was reached.
"It's amazing how the human body can
remain so alert when threatened. In four
days I got about two hours of sleep.-

by Mark
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In a move that opponents claim could set
"a dangerous legal precedent," the
General Student Senate (GSS) voted last
week to allocate $600 to the Student Legal
Services, so that the service could provide
a student with a private lawyer.
In so doing, the GSS has provided money
to a student who had no right to
representation under SLS guidelines,
opponents of the measure claim.
The student, a woman seeking a court
injunction against a man she said is
harassing her physically and mentally, was
ineligible for SLS assistance under the
organization's guidelines.
According to Timothy Don, an SLS
paralegal, the man had earlier consulted
with SLS on a related issue. He said that
because both state law and SLS guidelines
prevented SLS from representing both
parties in a dispute, the service refused the
woman's case.
SLS. Dorr continued, has no obligation to
any student who, because of charter or
ethical restriction, it is unable to represent.
Controversy surrounding the incident
will surface on two fronts again today. The
SLS Committee at a meeting this afternoon
is scheduled to decide what stipulations
will be placed on spending the $600.
And tonight, at the weekly GSS meeting,
Sen. Robert Small, Chadbourne, plans to
sponsor from the floor a resolution to
rescind authorization for the expenditure.
Following recent SLS denial to enter into
the case, the woman sought help from the
Student Legal Service Committee, the
student government committee which
oversees and monitors the SLS staff.
While the staff made no recommendations to the committee, they did remark in
a memo to the committee that, because the

case fell outside the SLS guidelines, SLS
and GSS was under no obligation to
provide the student with legal assistance.
The committee, however, felt that the
case was unique and warranted special
assistance. Richard Hewes, a senator from
Somerset who sits on the SLS Committee,
told the senate that because the case
involved a student, the senate had a moral
obligation to provide her with legal
assistance.
Senator Robert Small of Chadbourne
Hall said, however, that the committee was
taking the philosophy of the legal service to
extremes, and that student government
couldn't possibly provide full legal care for
everyone.
"I still can't believe we (the GSS) did
it," Small said. "We can't justify (funding
an individual case outside the SLS
guidelines) in this case, without justifying
it in every case. It sets a dangerous
precedent."
Small said he was also disappointed with
the way the senate approved the money.
"We gave the money without knowing
any details of the case, without knowing
whether she had exhausted all other
possibilities, without any stipulations on
how she was to spend the money, or who
would provide the attorney," he said.
"These questions weren't answered at the
meeting. They weren't even asked."
Hewes feels, however, that providing
the student with legal assistance is a job of
the senate and commended the senate for
its action.
"It was a benevolent act of the senate,"
he said. "We had a moral obligation to
provide her with assistance. As far as
setting a precedent, I don't think that will a
problem. This case was a unique case.
Besides, the SLS Committee will review

any case on an individual basis."
He admitted, ;lowever, that it set a
precedent for the review of cases outside
the SLS guidelines and put the responsibility of judging which cases were to receive
funding on the shoulders of the SLS
Committee.
During the debate on the floor of the
senate, Winn Brown, student government
president, said that the SLS had been
budgeted money jI. the past fnr reflrrals,
arguing that the precedent had already
been set.
But Dorr said that referrals in the past
were to take care of overload cases which
could not be handled because of lack of
manpower, not because of guideline
restrictions, and that the act did set a
precedent.

•Austerity encouraged

•RA upset about policies

LE,

"If I was a student who had a case that
was outside the guideline and I knew of his
case," he said, "I'd be mad as hell if I was
turned down."
He said that he would like to help the
student because it was a tough situation,
but that SLS was prohibited from doing so
for good reasons.
"I think the SLS staff acted professionally," he said. "The SLS Committee acted
emotionally."
"We've got to realize our limitations,"
Small said. "We owe this student only
what we can provide her through Student
Legal Services. Student Legal Services
provides a broad base of legal help to as
many students as possible at as low a price
as possible. We can't provide everybody
with legal assistance."

public, university officials contend that the
(continued from page 1)
document from which the information was
committee and suspended from the
taken was confidential.
university for four days. Although Zeiman
"The committee meeting was public.
and Taylor served their suspensions
however the documentation was private
immediately, Zabrocki challenged the
and collected at the end of the meeting,"
conduct committee's decision during an
Dean of Student Affairs Dwight Rideout
April 18 hearing in Bangor Superior Court.
said Monday. "The document was collect.
However. Zabrocki later served his
ed from the committee members because
suspension after the Court denied an
of the Buckley Amendment."
injunction which would have prevented the
Heymann said, as did other officials
university from suspending him.
Monday, that he received the
contacted
incident
entire
the
The Campus reported
suspension because he commented on the
from information contained in Heymann's
report after the public conduct committee
report to Residential Life about the matter.
meeting.
The report was given to the Campus by
"He was free to speak on public issues,
RA
the
but
Heymann,
sources other than
and issues that involve him as a student,
was asked to validify the remarks in it.
but he is not free to make public something
The same report was presented to the
that was confidential," one Residential
Conduct Committee April 4 at a public
Life official, who asked to remain
meeting, and Heymann was also asked to
anonymous, said yesterday.
describe the incident in person at that
Heymann said he would vacate the
same meeting.
dormitory by tomorrow afternoon.
Despite the fact that the meeting was
******************************************
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*
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*
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*
*
*
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*
*
*
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*
*
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*
:
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*
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*
*
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*
*
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*
*
*
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*
*
*
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University
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*
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*
*
agencies.
*
*
*
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*
*
*
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*
* Qualifications: All applicants must be
*
University
the
of
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a
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* September, 1978 and
*
* of Maine at Orono.
*
*
*
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*
*
*
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*
from:
Applications are availabe
*
*
York Complex Business Office,
*
*
*
Hall
York
*
*
*
Applications must be returned by May 5, 1978.
*
*
******************************************

(continued from page 1)
His political aspirations were aided in
1974 by his participation in the much
publicized Maine Management and Cost
Survey. Longley was selected by former
Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis to chair the
citizens survey committee.
The "Longley Report," as it came to be
known, recommended numerous ways to
reduce state spending.
Since the university receives most of its
funding from the state coffers, it was a
prime target for some of Longley's
proposed cutbacks.
The report recommended 65 budget
saving measures throughout the seven
campus system, designed to save taxpayers $2.4 million in university expenses.
These proposals represent the seed
which sprouted after Longley's election
into a full-grown effort to reduce university
costs.
The university's failure to adopt many of
those measures reaffirmed Longley's belief
that university officials were operating in
an irresponsible manner.
As a result. Longley pledged to UMO
students during a campaign speech in
October 1974 that, if elected, he would call
for the resignation of former Chancellor
Donald E. McNeil.
But once he seized the reins of state
government he did more than that—asking
for the resignation of all 14 university

trustees as well as McNeil's. Neither the
trustees nor McNeil resigned.
Trustee Francis Brown, said, at the time,
"I would like him to give me one good
reason why I should (resign). He seems to
be trying to impose political control on the
university and if he continues, I'll oppose
him with everything I've got."
Another trustee, at the time, hinted that
Longley held a personal grudge against the
trustees for not adopting his Maine
Management and Cost Survey recommendations.
But according to Freeman. more than
half of Longley's recommendations were
adopted by the trustees only a few months
after the report was released.
Freeman said most of these were in the
business area such as accounting and
purchasing.
But one of the more controversial
measures—calling for the university to
cancel its four year programs at Fort Kent.
Machias and Presque Isle—was not
adopted.
Although Longley has continuously
locked horns with the trustees over various
issues throughout the years, there remains
at least one campus official undaunted by
the apparent contradiction between
Longley's philosophy and the university's
needs.
In defense of the governor, Neville said.
"I'm not sure how much different it would
have been with anybody else."
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Restaurant Presents:

Chinese Buffet $3.50
Tues, Wed, and Thurs. Evenings
Served from 5 to 8 p.m.
Beer, Wine, and Cocktails

A Beautiful Array of the Finest Chinese Dinners

State Street Veazie Tel. 945-6500

ORONO

NA13011
PIZZA

154 Park S'

Orono. ME
(1138-5505

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

24-1
RESIDENTS OF

COLVIN,ESTABROOKE, BALLENTINE,
LAMBDI CHI,PHI KAPPA SIGMA
can get their favorite Napoli Pizza, Italian sandwiches, soda, chips,
and pastries delivered at 10% discount. Take this oportunity to try our
calzones, sicilian pizza (1 inch thick) and double crust.
Next week other dorms and/or frets will be featured. This °lib: does
not include beer which we now have in stock.
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Nick Heymann:a scapegoat
Nick Heymann is moving out of his Corbett
Hall room today, fed up with the treatment he's
received from his recent employers—the gang at
Residential Life.
Heymann has every right to be fed up. Until
last night, he was a Resident Assistant in
Corbett, an employee who by all accounts had
performed his job well.
Late last week, though, Heymann became the
butt of an attack from his bosses, during which
he was initially fired (Friday), rehired and told to
keep his mouth shut(Sunday) and
then—disgusted with it all, resigned (Monday
night). All this action came as a result of an
incident in which Heymann acted within his legal
rights as a student and Residential Life
employee.
His heinous crime? He provided the Maine
Campus with a quote, in which he said, "The
system by which Residential Life handles
student conduct code violations is not presently a
fair and equitable system. And this can be
reflected in the decision that is in the process of
being handled."
Sound unjust? Of course it is. But as soon as
Heymann had opened his mouth to the press, he
was a lame duck R.A. as far as his bosses were
concerned. He had violated the unwritten rule
under which this strange university department
operates, which mandates all employees to keep
their mouths shut, at all costs. Period.
Heymann, as the well-known story goes, was
the R.A. in the Corbett Hall section where, on
March 20, a brawl erupted. The incident resulted
in three students receiving brief university
suspensions, and other penalties.
Observing the process which led from the
brawl to the suspension of the three students,

Heymann became upset over how his bosses
were handling the incident. After trying to voice
his concerns within the system, with no luck, he
provided the newspaper with the above quote.
The quote was then used in a news story about
the three students involved in the brawl, and the
action being taken against them by the
university.
Within days after the news story appeared,
Heymann was out of a job, under the official
excuse that he had provided the Campus with
private documents, and thus breached the
confidentiality of his job.
The charges, plain and simple, are ludicrous.
Heymann did nothing wrong, but instead was
persecuted by an organization bent on
hushing-up the facts of an incident in which its
own actions raise serious questions.
The people who did Heymann in were Joline
Morrison, residential life assistant director;
Dwight Rideout, acting student affairs vice
president; and Jean Krall, Corbett Hall resident
director.
Together, the three claimed that Heymann
had provided the Campus a private document—a
report Heymann had filed with his bosses after
the March 20 brawl.
He didn't—the document in question was
provided to the Campus by another source, who
had been involved with the incident. Further,
even if Heymann had supplied the document, no
wrong would have been committed. The
document, in fact, had been made public long
before April 18, when this newspaper published
some of its contents.
The document had been presented to
members of the UMO Conduct Committee in a
PUBLIC hearing, on April 4. At the same

- trait C.NduC

To the I

Nick Heymann

meeting, Heymann had orally reviewed the
document's contents with members of the
committee.
Predictably, though, only days after Heymann
gave the Campus his quote, he was informed by
his resident director Krall that he no longer was
a Residential Life employee.
After a weekend as a non-employee, Heymann
was told that he wasn't fired after all—that
instead he would have to serve only a two-week
suspension from his job, and from now on keep
his mouth shut.
Heymann's boss, Krall, admitted Monday that
perhaps she and others had acted a bit quickly
and harshly. Thus, the suspension rather than
the firing.
Of course she and her bosses acted a bit quick.
They shouldn't have acted at all.
The reasons they gave Heymann for their
actions against him are not the real reasons and
they knew it. Their intention, rather, was to
make Heymann into an example—a
scapegoat—to illustrate the dangers an
employee faces when commenting about a
system which they're all afraid to admit isn't
perfect.
For what it's worth—Krall, Rideout and
Morrison made their point—other resident
assistants in Corbett yesterday were scared. Off
the record, they all indicated that they were
outraged by the action against Heymann. On the
record, though, not a one would attribute his
name to anything he said.
But while Heymann's co-workers were scared
to talk, others both within and outside of the
Residential Life are bound to talk —and raise
questions which need to be addressed.
The questions Residential Life has raised
about itself, and about the equitability of its
employment practices, along with the fairness of
UMO's conduct code, won't be forgotten
overnight.
Nor will the plight of Nick Heymann,the
scapegoat.
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reader's opinion

Deserves your support
To the Editors:

The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.

On behalf of the entire yearbook staff I would like to address
the author of a letter printed in
Friday's Campus. I'll make it
brief.
Sending a prospecting letter to
the parents of UMO students is
neither unethical nor conniving.
Perhaps some conniving students
have forgotten that many, many
parents have contributed huge
amounts of money and support to
put their children through school.
By no stretch of the imagination can our attempt to make
such interested parties aware of
our product be termed "an
insult." The Prism is, after all, a

'The Zapping of America'
To the Editors:
After reading the letter by
Stephen Mickeriz entitiled "Getting zapped Daily," I could only
think ot a book I had read recently
called "The Zapping of America"
by Paul Brodeur (science editor
for New Yorker Magazine). In his
book Mr. Brodeur revealed "the
military-industrial complexes
cover-up" of the ill-effects of
microwaves. Just as Mickeriz, he
claimed that microwaves cause
cataracts, cancer, malnutrition,
and (the most dreaded of all)
"who knows what else."

-mann
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Here is how microwaves work:
like any other form of light they
have oscillating electric and magnetic fields. It turns out that
microwave frequencies are just
right to cause free water molecules to oscillate and rub against
each other. In this way microwaves are used to heat food—by
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To the Editors:
I want to correct a serious error
in your reporting of Maine Day
activities (April 21, 1978). The
UMO Marching Band will not be
marching in the planned parade.
This is an organization that exists
only in the fall semester, with the
primary purpose being to provide
halftime entertainment at all
home football games. Neither
funding, leadership, nor space is

To the Editors:
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Sincerely,

John Brewer

Still wondering
To the Editor:
Lauren Noether's statement
about women being denied access
to the training room is right on
the beam. As a freshman, I was a
member of%he women's track
team, and I dreaded the times
when I had to have my legs taped.
anticipating being treated as a
second-class citizen.
We had a meet at UConn that
spring, and, being conditioned to
fear training rooms. I refused to
go anywhere near UConn's facility to ask for some tape. My coach
finally dragged me over bodily.
The door was open; timidly I
peeked in. What an amazing

sight! A young man, football
player type, was on a table
getting his ankles taped, right
next to young women getting a
whirlpool!
The trainer cheerfully taped my
legs for me, while. the football
player made pleasant conversation about UMO, which he had
visited with his team. I looked
around the room, which both
males and females moved in and
out with ease. I thought to myself:
why on earth can't Maine be like
this?
That was two years ago, and I
am still wondering.
Charlotte Ann McAtee
330 Stodder Hall

Douglas Morton
412 Estabrooke Hall

Highly unlikely
provided for it in the spring.
The otganizers of the Maine
Day events did get in touch with
the director of bands, Mr. Fred
Heath, about getting a group
together to march in the parade,
and he relayed this request to the
Campus Band; which is a band
consisting primarily of non-music
majors, many of whom were in
Marching Band. A signup sheet
was posted for those people
interested in playing in the

Only one of its kind
Off

higher frequency) the nutrients
are broken down by thermal
agitation. In a microwave oven
these nutrients are exposed to the
thermal agitationi for a much
shorter length of time. Because of
their low frequency (1 GHz which
is low for light) microwaves are
nonionizing (e.g. they won't
break down molecules and form
ions) the nutrients are not broken
down as much.
In conclusion I would like to say
that all of you are being zapped
daily—not by microwaves but by
people like Paul Brodeur who
are trying to make a fast buck,
and people like Stephen Mickeriz
who read that garbage and form
opinions without really understanding what they are talking
about.

service earnestly intended for the
benefit of all students, alumni.
parents and anyone else with a tie
to UMO.
The modern college yearbook
has become very important in
filling the big gap between
student-journalist news publications and alumni magazines.
UMO's Prism (in recent years)
has been consistantly one of the
finest yearbooks of its class in the
east. The 1978 staff- just like past
staffs- is doing a lot of work to put
out a fulfilling yearbook. This
time, effort, and talent deserves
your support and your appreciation.

In tune

!mann

reek
eep

friction. This is also the way that
microwaves cause cataracts- by
simple heating.
If you were to stare into a
campfire for more than a few
moments you would also get
cataracts. Should campfires be
banned? Another property of
light is that as you get farther
away from the source, the energy
concentration drops off as the
square of the distance. At 10 feet
the effect is 1/100 of what it is at 1
foot so even if there is a leak
(which is not very likely with the
rigid standards set up by the
government) its effect would be
miniscule only a few inches away.
Contrary to Mr. Mickeriz and
Mr. Brodeur, microwaves are
used in most major hospitals to
cure cancer—not cause it.
Mr. Mickeriz stated that microwaves destroy all of the nutrition
in food. In a conventional oven
(one that uses infrared wavessame stuff as microwaves with a
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If you have been through the
union recently, you have probably
noticed the canoe hanging by the
information booth. In case you
never bothered to stop and check
it out, it is the Maine Animal
Club's Spring raffle project. A
sixteen-foot fiberglass Lincoln
canoe for only a dollar.
If you have been having hunger
pains for some mouth watering
barbequed chicken, let your worries come to an end. On Maine
Day. the Animal Club is going to
have a big chicken barbeque in
front of the library, on the mall,
beginning around 11:30 a.m. The
chickens for the barbeque were
grown by the animal club members
under the supervision of Prof.
Harris. The members exclusively
cared for the chickens, raising,
killing, cleaning them and will be
cooking them and preparing the
meals. This hands on experience
is the only one of its kind offered
on campus.
So whatis this animal club, you
ask. Well, the money that they

make from projects such as these.
will go toward sending a state
dairy judging team to a New
England fair called the Eastern
States Exposition. where they will
compete against the other five
New England universities for the
New England title. Another project they have planned is a mini
workshop type fair called "Little
International,- that will be held
on April 29 at the dairy barns.
What takes place is that animal
club members learn how to
prepare a cow or a horse for
showing. and then learn how to
shot it. Another project planned is
a weekend trip to Eastern States
for all the animal club members in
September. Some of the other
things the club does are: Exchanges with other colleges, dog
workshops. and activities dealing
with most any other kind of
domestic animal.
Who belongs to this club?
Anyone in animal science, or
anyone who enjoys working with
these kinds of animals.
Bruce Wildes
204 York

To the Editors:

parade, and the response was
minimal.
There are many reasons for this
lack of interest: Mr. Heath and
the Symphony Band, which includes some campus bandmembers, will be on tour; also
service projects; complex events;
the Intramural Golf Tournament;
and whatever else people do on
Maine Day. All these events
make it highly unlikely that any
sort of pep band can be patched
together for Maine Day, let alone
the one hundred plus members of
the Marching Band.
I feel it is a disservice to both
the student body and to the band
to promise our appearance without verification.
Sincerely,
Ted Bellows
110 Chadbourne Hall
Marching Bandmember

Near
extinction
To the Editors:
The Dummond Chapel is on the
verge of eitinction. This chapel,
located in the heart of the
university, has provided a convenient place for all faith groups
to gather in prayer and workshop.
Many individuals use the chapel
during the day for private prayer
and quiet time.
This week there is an ongoing
prayer vigil in the chapel. As an
expression of your support we
urge all those concerned to take
part in the vigil by setting aside
any amount of time one day or all
week.
Concerned Christians

I would like to express my
appreciation to Professor Donald
Stratton and the 20th Century
Music Ensemble for bringing first
rate musical culture to UMO. The
Ensemble has played the music of
Bach, Stravinsky, Ives. Parker,
Maine composers, and others. In
each concert one finds a balanced
relationship between tradition
and innovation: i.e. true classicism.
Music- the mystical expression
of an intelligible world- is able to
reach people. Why? As the
ancient Greco-Egyptian philosopher Plotinus said: the Beautiful, the form of forms (or sound of
sounds if you will) can be attained

by those who contain beauty in
themselves.
Our own age is one of cultural
universalism. Those who have
ears to hear understand all the
musical traditions of the world.
from the most ancient to the most
modern. The Ensemble's concerts are proof that Stratton and
UMO's musicians know this.
I consider it a privilege and a
pleasure to be associated with
this group. Such cultural activities are in tune with the purpose
of a university, and an asset to
UMO.
Sincerely,
Jay Bregman
Assistant Professor of History

Insensitive louts
To the Editors:
The area between the
Memorial Union and Fogler
Library serves as a crossroads of
sorts. In the middle of the day
one could observe perhaps half
the local population saunter by in
less than an hour. And when the
weather is mild enough, many
enjoy lounging, frolicing, and
making merry in this very same
space.
Why is it then that in the
midst of all this positiveness a
discordant note must be so
obstinately struck?
There is
nothing more actively depressing
to me than the sight and sounds
of an enslaved dog.
It is cruel enough tying a dog at
all—but to tie him to the
very heart of the campus is
crieler yet. Not only is the dog
thoroughly humiliated but hundreds of people are forced to

endure a truly sad mar on an
otherwise happy scene.
I cannot help but wonder
what twisted logic motivates a
dog owner to day after day bind
his pet to the spot best calculated
to bum people out.
Do they
perhaps believe people in motion
to be a reassuring presence to
their anchored pets? Is the dog a
device through which lazy but
nontheless embittered students
are able to indirectly express their
own feelings of anxiety and
frustration?
Maybe these insensitive
louts who insist on publicly
mistreating their animals are a
trifle numb. Who knows? All I
know is I'm getting increasingly
tired of the entire situation and
am feeling more and more
inclined towards an Abraham
Lincoln gig every day.
A Student
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2 university trustees nominated
for 7-year terms by Longley
AUGUSTA—Governor James B.
Langley Monday nominated two new
members to the UMaine board of
trustees.
Nominated to full seven-year
terms on the board were Longlev
budget adviser John Robinson and
Portland psychiatrist Alan Mins.
The two would replace Robert
Masterson and Nils Wessell, both of
whose terms expire next month.
Their nominations must be confirmed by the Maine Legislature's
education committee and the state
senate.
Robinson, a longtime Longley
adviser, just last week said that he
plans to campaign, along with
I ongley, for a constitutional restric-

tion on state taxes. Although details
of the restriction have not been
formalized, Robinson has said that
the state income tax level, under the
proposal, would be constitutionally
limited to about the same percentage
of per-capita income that it's now at.
Elkins is the chief psychiatrist at
the Maine Medical Center in Portland.
If Longley's two appointments are
approved, it would end a stormy
four-year relationship with the
trustees, which began in February,
1975, when the then newly-seated
governor asked for the resignation of
the entire board, along wtih the
university's chancellor.
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You must promise to speak only German
when you visit Eulenkopf, Maine. Ifs not a
small German community trying to keep its
Ailtural identity. but a May term program
sponsored by the foreign language departMOM.
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Job hunting outlook good
by Stephen Ham
Approximately 1.790 seniors will be
graduating from UMO this May and most
them will be looking for jobs, if they
haven't begun already. It's not easy to say
for certain, but there seems to be more jobs
awaiting this year's graduates than those of
the past few years, according to William
Swadel, assistant director of Career
Planning and Placement.

"slightly better" for engineering students
than liberal arts students. He said one of
the reasons why engineering students,
particularly those in electronics, do better
is that companies recruit heavily in these
fields.

"A lot of the companies that interview
students through Career Planning and
Placement are looking for engineers, so
naturally more of them get jobs right after
graduation." He added that although a lot
"There are definitely some positive
of liberal arts majors don't get jobs right
signs in the job market this year," he said.
after graduation. many of them are hired in
"All of the feedback we've received has
seemed to indicate more jobs for (1978)- executive or management positions a year
or two after they graduate.
graduates of UMO."
Many seniors don't have jobs upon
graduation largely because they haven't
Swadel said the chances for employlooked, Swadel said. One senior in Public
ment immediately after graduation looked
adminstration said. "I don't know anyone
in my major who has a job. but that's
mostly because they haven't looked yet."
Seniors seem to have varying opinions as
to the job market. One electrical engineering technology major considers the
market "good" and said over half the
realize that even-body is in the same
people graduating from the two:-year EFT
boat." Stieg said.
program have jobs lined up. On the other
"Although everybody was tempted to
hand however, a senior majoring in
speak English sometimes, everybody knew
forestry described the job market as
that the aim of the program was to learn
"there. but not much more than that."
German." Downing said. "When you get
Swadel said students sometiwes get a
there. you have the talking ability of a child
distorted outlook of the job market by
and you are trying to talk with adults, but
misinterpreting statistics from Career
you are only there for two weeks to learn as
Planning and Placement. "Students often
much German as you possibly can. It's a
base their opinions of the job market on
real challenge." she said.
how many peope get jobs through our
When students find themselves exhaustcampus recruiting program.•• he said.
ed from speaking only German. Small
"This is really a poor indicator of avaiable
reminds them that in two weeks they can
jobs though. because of the small number
speak all the English they would like. But
of companies that interview students in
after two weeks of learning, hying. and
relation to all the companies in the
even dreaming in German, some students
country."
find it difficult to convert back to English.
Career Planning and Placement helps
'ft does take students a few minutes to slip
people get jobs. Swadel said, but the final
back comfortably into their mother
responsibility rests with the student.
tongue," Small said.
"When students decide to go job huntDowning's description of her Owl's
ting." he said. "they often fact a crisis.
Head experience was much like the
They start to worry about whether they'll
descriptions of others who had attended.
get a job or not. We try to help them sell
"Sometimes you'd speak German and
themselves as much as possible."
English would come out. h's a real effort
Swadel was optimistic about the chances
eyeryone to ;peak only German. But
for 1978 graduates and said: "Over 90
vas not at all grade conscious while I was
percent of this year's graduates. six
here. I just wanted to learn German. It's
months after graduate. will be in graduate
he best program I've ever been on at
school. have a job, or in some way have
5M0.made a positive career decision."

German program:total immersion
M Brenda Nasberg

Twenty-five students will attend the
Fulenkopf (Owl's Head) Program for two
weeks. May 22 to Nine 5. to immerse
themselves totally in the German language. Some will have had several semesters
of German. others may have had only one.
but all will sign a pledge to speak only'
German for the duration of the program.
The setting for the program. cottages by
the seaside, isolates students enough from
outsiders so that they are not tempted to
break their German pledge. which would
result in dismissal from the program
Program Director William Small fills the
program with activities including a talent
show. a German beer festival. German
plays. radio programs via short wave radio
from Cologne. Germany. and daily hourlong formal classes in which students study
grimmer and write compositions.
A primary goal of the three-credit
program is to help students overcome basic
inhibitions when using German actively

and to provide an opportunity for using
the language in everyday life.
Students who attended the program
before spending a year studying in Austria
said the program provided good preparation for living and learning in a Germanspeaking country.
Elizabeth Downing. a senior majoring
in German and Music. said. "After
attending the program. it made it much
easier when 1 went to Austria. Some people
there were lost, but I had lost rim
inhibitions about communicating in German.'
Ingrid Stieg. who also attended the
program said. ••1 found going to Owl's
Head even more Intense than when I went
to Europe. In Europe you can always find
somebody who can speak English but at
Owl's Head you do make a promise not to
speak English. You have to think hard
about how to say even the simplest things
like. 'Pass the salt.' or 'What are we
having for supper?'.'
Nearly everyone who described their
experience at Owl's Head told of the
frustration they sometimes felt about
having to speak German at all times. "I
was frustrated. but I never broke down.
The first few days were the worst. But you
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VOLUNTEER
SUMMER PROGRAM
June 24-August 13. 1978

ning

The program combines Christian
community living experience with
volunteer service to the poor. The
program is open to single Catholic
men, 18-30 years of age. Write or
call Jim Robichaud, OMI, 100
Cushing St., Cambridge, MA.,
02138.
(Tel: 817-868-3740)

They're making a new kind
of music and it s for now.
the 70 s Read about the
artists and the music they
make in the next issue of
.---insider -the free supplement
to your college newspaper from Ford
Ford hopes you enjoy reading
the Insider, and also hopes
you'll consider Ford first

Look for "Insider"—
Ford's continuing series of
college newspaper supplements.

when shopping for a new
car We have a great
selection of cars and
trucks, designed for today
and the years beyond So
enjoy reading about the
Music of the 70 s And look into a new
Ford You II find
both of them chock
full of better ideas
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*Trunks

IP.1;•

•Lamps

1 10
:

'Quilts
'Mirrors 'Old Tools
'Anything Old

Zioeb CollectLyrA
234 Hammond Bangor

Drugs

Jewelry

BURNHAM DRUG

DESIGN
YOUR OWN

YOUR REXALL STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
BEAUTY AIDS
COSMETICS

at the
40.t1 r3
:410

OLD TOWN
827-3554

4, SHOP

Sunbury Mall • Bangor
thousands of beads
chains
free lessons

41 110101 MAIM ST., OLD TOWN

Services

Send a subscription
for The Maine Campus
home to the folks
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Stop by 106 Lord Hall
and get the details.
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Autoparts

Dubay Auto Parts
15 SO. Water Street Old Town, Me.
phone 827-5573
636 Hammond Street Bangor, Me
phone 947-3396

YOUR NAPA Jobber
IS A GOOD MAN TO KNOW

Fabrics

Personal Items

DONNA'S
FABRIC SHOP

•

•

.
Hundreds of personal
)11(' items and toiletries
available at competitive
discount prices at:

Kirkland Rd.
We carry complete line of
PATTERNS
MATERIALS
NOTIONS

THE UMO BOOKSTOR
BYRON H. SMITH'..
and CO., INC.
Perry Road, Bangor • a.
•

NEED A FIX?
COME TO

OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
324 NO MAIN

OLD TOWN

Gifts

Hrs. Monday - Friday 9-5
paaikr:
es
sno
estrem
W

Leon Pinkhani
-Photographer-

15 PERCENT OFF
WITH UMO STUDENT ID

ecitzcas.
Main Road, East Hampden
942-1456

•Instant Passports
•Portralts

Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil, & Auto Accessories
Howard Sturgeon, Prop. 827-2400

•Fine-Art Photographs
44 Central St., Bangor, Maine
942-8453

FREE ESTIMATES

*Canvas book bags—made to order
all sizes
•Artist canvas •Zippers replaced
•Cartop carriers'Pick up covers
*Velcro
•Flags of all kinds
•Musical instrument covers

Hair

GNAW
cruel.=•••
1.101.11110

Did you know

hair can have natural

gilt

looking body without a perm?

%‘et

2nd Floor Bangor, Me.

KERRY COX -PHOTOGRAPHER

can do it !...A system
so gentle, you'll wonder
how you ever got along
without it.

TEXAS
and HEWLETTPACKARD calculators (Maine's
only dealer for HewlettPackard)

The universityBookstor
The
UMO
8ani ;pm
Sam
4ern 41cm;

Mon-1 burs
Fridin
SaturcayS

Total Look Hairstyling
98 No Main St.
Brewer 989-7513

DAILY 7300 IL 900

ANNIE
HALL

SUM
June:
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volunteer
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men, 18-31
call Jim
Cushing
02138.
(Tel: 617-8

DAILY 7300 & 9:00

.
3 ,47
7s-,,
sn ite 11A, 61 M

Bangor. Maine

Printing
•Resumes

THE
MEN'S
ROOM

reg hours 8-8 30—Closed Mondays

appoIntment8 also accepted

•

Classifieds
Ms. & Mrs Sproul
You poor, misguided people it's, floor wax
not a dessert topping'
Suter*,
HELP WANTED Several people. men or
women age 18 or older, wanted for
tempt:war Y
Spare-time work circulating nominating petitions among registered voters for
a professor
whc is an Independent candidate Choose
your
own time and place. Hourly wage guaranteed
Call Prof Antonitils, 888-2578, 8-12 AM or
after 8 PM

•Typing

(Professional Hair Slyilng
Featuring
Roffler Sculpture K ut
Rick Crocker
Don Hoxlit
947-4870
947-3921
SUNBURY MALL-BANGOR
Where over 25 specialty shops
welcome you
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• Bridal Photography
• Classical & Contemporary
Portraitures
• Family and Groups

Calculators
)=
49-‘49' for
d dealer

Tux , ,tutlio
of Photograpilg

"Mini Vague

Sunbury Mall

Work done
on our
premises.

Photographers

the nicest cards
and gifts in
town are just
minutes away
at the

Baskets

041nrt %del Repair
11 Blood Stroet
BANGOR. MAINE 04401

distributed by

827-7230

Auto Service

Watch Repair

•Wedding
Invitations
,• Printing

PDQ

INSTANT
PRINTING

Tom Benson 942-6789
54 Columbia St -Bangor

Hey, J
And they had bowls of fruit In their laps, you
know')
Deer Frenchie
What's a HIndenburgh?
anonymous
Dew 202,
How corm your room smells when 8 comes
home from work?
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2 university trustees nominated
for 7-year terms by Longley
AUGUSTA—Governor James B.
Longley Monday nominated two new
members to the UMaine board of
trustees.
Nominated to full seven-year
terms on the board were Longley
budget adviser John Robinson and
Portland psychiatrist Alan Elkins.
The two would replace Robert
Masterson and Nils Wessell, both of
who'-t: terr:s expire next month.
Their nominations must be confirmed by the Maine Legislature's
education committee and the state
senate.
Robinson, a longtime Longley
adviser, just last week said that he
plans to campaign, along with
Longley. for a constitutional restric-

tion on state taxes. Although details
of the restriction have not been
formalized, Robinson has said that
the state income tax level, under the
proposal, would be constitutionally
limited to about the same percentage
of per-capita income that it's now at.
Elkins is the chief psychiatrist at
the Maine Medical Center in Portland.
If Longley's two appointments are
approved, it would end a stormy
four-year relationship with the
trustees, which began in February,
1975, when the then newly-seated
governor asked for the resignation of
the entire board, along wtih the
university's chancellor.

oll
Is.

You must promise to speak only German
when you visit Eulenkopf, Maine. It's not a
small German community trying to keep its
cultural identity, but a May term program
sponsored by the foreign language department.
Twenty-five students will attend the
Eulenkopf (Owl's Head) Program for two
weeks, May 22 to June 5, to immerse
themselves totally in the German language. Some will have had several semesters
of German, others may have had only one,
but all will sign a pledge to speak only
German for the duration of the program.
The setting for the program, cottages by
the seaside, isolates students enough from
outsiders so that they are not tempted to
break their German pledge, which would
result in dismissal from the program.
Program Director William Small fills the
program with activities including a talent
show, a German beer festival, German
plays, radio programs via short wave radio
from Cologne. Germany, and daily hourlong formal classes in which students study
grammer and write compositions.
A primary goal of the three-credit
program is to help students overcome basic
inhibitions when using German actively
VOLUUTEER
SUMMER PROGRAM
June 24-August 13, 1978

9:00

The program combines Christian
community living experience with
volunteer service to the poor. The
program is open to single Catholic
men, 18-30 years of age. Write or
call Jim Robichaud, OMI, 100
Cushing St., Cambridge, MA.,
02138.
(Tel: 617-868-3740)
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Job hunting outlook good
by Stephen Ham
Approximately 1,790 seniors will be
graduating from UMO this May and most
them will be looking for jobs, if they
haven't begun already. It's not easy to say
for certain, but there seems to be more jobs
awaiting this year's graduates than those of
the past few years, according to William
Swadel, assistant director of Career
Planning and Placement.

"slightly better" for engineering students
than liberal arts students. He said one of
the reasons why engineering students,
particularly those in electronics, do better
is that companies recruit heavily in these
fields.

"A lot of the companies that interview
students through Career Planning and
Placement are looking for engineers, so
naturally more of them get jobs right after
graduation." He added that although a lot
"There are definitely some positive
of liberal arts majors don't get jobs right
signs in the job market this year," he said.
after graduation, many of them are hired in
"All of the feedback we've received has
executive or management positions a year
seemed to indicate more jobs for (1978)
or two after they graduate.
graduates of UMO."
Many seniors don't have jobs upon
graduation largely because they haven't
Swadel said the chances for employment immediately after graduation looked
looked, Swadel said. One senior in Public
adminstration said, "I don't know anyone
in my major who has a job, but that's
mostly because they haven't looked yet."
Seniors seem to have varying opinions as
to the job market. One electrical engineering technology major considers the
market "good" and said over half the
realize that everybody is in the same
people graduating from the two-year EET
boat," Stieg said.
program have jobs lined up. On the other
"Although everybody was tempted to
hand however, a senior majoring in
speak English sometimes, everybody knew
forestry described the job market as
that the aim of the program was to learn
"there, but not much more than that."
German," Downing said. "When you get
Swadel said students sometimes get a
there, you have the talking ability of a child
distorted outlook of the job market by
and you are trying to talk with adults, but
misinterpreting statistics from Career
you are only there for two weeks to learn as
Planning and Placement. "Students often
much German as you possibly can. It's a
base their opinions of the job market on
real challenge," she said.
how many peope get jobs through our
When students find themselves exhaustcampus recruiting program," he said.
ed from speaking only German, Small
"This is really a poor indicator of avaiable
reminds them that in two weeks they can
jobs though, because of the small number
speak all the English they would like. But
of companies that interview students in
after two weeks of learning, living, and
relation to all the companies in the
even dreaming in German, some students
country."
find it difficult to convert back to English.
Career Planning and Placement helps
"It does take students a few minutes to slip
people get jobs, Swadel said, but the final
back comfortably into their mother
responsibility rests with the student.
tongue," Small said.
"When students decide to go job huntDowning's description of her Owl's
ting," he said, "they often face a crisis.
Head experience was much like the
They start to worry about whether they'll
descriptions of others who had attended.
get a job or not. We try to help them sell
"Sometimes you'd speak German and
themselves as much as possible."
English would come out. It's a real effort
Swadel was optimistic about the chances
)y everyone to speak only German. But I
for 1978 graduates and said: "Over 90
vas not at all grade conscious while I was
percent of this year's graduates, six
here. I just wanted to learn German. It's
months after graduate, will be in graduate
he best program I've ever been on at
school, have a job, or in some way have
JMO."
made a positive career decision."

German program:total immersion
by Brenda Nasberg

31 Main St. Orono

and to provide an opportunity for using
the language in everyday life.
Students who attended the program
before spending a year studying in Austria
said the program provided good preparation for living and learning in a Germanspeaking country.
Elizabeth Downing, a senior majoring
in German and Music, said, "After
attending the program, it made it much
easier when I went to Austria. Some people
there were lost, but I had lost my
inhibitions about communicating in German."
Ingrid . Stieg, who also attended the
program said, "I found going to Owl's
Head even more intense than when I went
to Europe. In Europe you can always find
somebody who can speak English but at
Owl's Head you do make a promise not to
speak English. You have to think hard
about how to say even the simplest things
like, 'Pass the salt,' or 'What are we
having for supper"."
Nearly everyone who described their
experience at Owl's Head told of the
frustration they sometimes felt about
having to speak German at all times. "I
was frustrated, but I never broke down.
The first few days were the worst. But you

7

Coming

They're making a new kind
of music and it s for now,
the 70's.Read about the
artists and the music they
make in the next issue of
Insider-the free supplement
to your college newspaper from Ford
Ford hopes you enjoy reading
the Insider, and also hopes
youll‘consider Ford first

Look for "Insider"—
Ford's continuing series of
college-newspaper supplements.

s

when shopping for a new
car We have a great
selection of cars and
trucks, designed for today
and the years beyond So
enjoy reading about the
Music of the 70's And look into a new
Ford You II find •
both of them chock
full of better ideas

s
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WMEB correcting violations
by Kevin Burnham

-•••••..11•401.4

Robert Granger

Campus editor
elected for fall
Robert C. Granger, 21, a junior
journalism major. was elected Monday as
editor of the Maine Campus for the fall
semester.
Granger, the paper's news editor this
semester, was elected over three other
candidates by the University's 15-member
Publications Committee.
He will succeed Kendall J. Holmes and
Deborah N. Strumello. the first
co-editors
in the paper's century of publication.
Granger Monday said he would like to
expand coverage of the newspaper into
non-university related interests of students. "I'd like, for example, to do more
features on where students go hiking, or
skiing, and what their other interests are,"
he said.
Next year's Maine Campus. Granger
said, will also include more editorial-page
commentaries, including a weekly guest
commentary written by students not
involved with the newspaper.
Granger plans no major overhauls in the
newspaper's current format. He said he
will continue the Campus Corner feature
and a weekly arts section. Both features
were new this semester. He also hopes to
continue what he termed "a greatly
improvnd sports section, along with
expanding the use of feature-oriented
photography.
Holmes said Granger "will make a fine
editor. The paper will be in good hands."
Prior to his current post with the
newspaper. Granger served as sports
editor, reporter and a photographer for the
Campus. He worked until recently as the
sports editor for the Penobscot Times, a
weekly Old Town newspaper, and is a
sports correspondent for the Boston Globe.
Granger will work as a general assignment reporter for the Portland Press
Herald this summer.

The staff at WMEB-FM is in the process
of ,:orrecting c•,verzi operating and technical violations that were found by
the Federal Communications Commission
during an inspection Feb. 28, according to
Greg Bowler, WMEB faculty advisor.
As a result of its inspection, the FCC
notified WMEB last week of several
violations that must be corrected.
The violation dealt "mostly with operator's forgetful misti-dres," Bowler said.
"But we are in the process of making sure
that our people are doing things correctly."
The violations found by the FCC
included seven instances when "unlicensed operators" signed operating logs
between Dec I. 1977 and Feb 28,1978.
Two of the signatures were of unlicensed
operators, three were licensed people
whose licenses were not posted in the
station as required at the time of the
inspection, and two were former employees who had taken their licenses with them
when they left.
"The latter violation happened because
two of our people left after last semester.
The monitors from the FCC checked the
logs of December and then checked the
licenses when they came in February,"
Dale Spear, station manager said.
"Of course the missing licenses were
violations but these people weren't working for us in February." he added.
Other operating violation included:
-Individuals were not consistent in entering

transmitter operating constants at three
hour intervals.
-The operator on duty sometimes neglected
to sign the station logs when he or she
came on duty or went off duty.
-There were occasions when the exact time
on and time off of program elements were
not entered in the logs.
"The difference in the station ID's were
WMEB-FM in Orono, Maine, the correct

ID; and WMEB-FM at Orono,Maine,"
Spear said.
Several errors had to do with correct
procedure in maintaining and properly
logging activities. WMEB was instructed
to move its remote metering from their
position slightly to the rear of the
operator's on air position to a point of and
in clear sight of the operator.

Philadelphia editor to visit
Eugene L. Roberts, Jr., executive editor
of the Pulitzer-Prize winning Philadelphia
Inquirer since 1972, will be at UMO this
week as the Journalism Department's 1978
Peter Edes Lecturer.
Roberts' newspaper last week received what is considered to be the top
Pulitzer awarded annually to newspapers.
The newspaper published a series of
articles exposing abuses of power by
the Philadelphia police department.
Roberts, who will be in Orono from
Tuesday until Friday, joins 12 other
newsmen who have served as Peter Edes
lecturers in the annual program.
The
lectureship was established as a residency
program to bring working journalists to
campus to talk with students.
A newspaperman all his life. Roberts
grew up as the son of a weekly newspaper
publisher and journalism editor in North
Carolina.
After a two-year stint in the Army as

an agent in the counter-intelligence corps,
Roberts returned to the newspaper trade as
a reporter and columnist for the Goldsboro,
N.C., News-Argus.
In 1962 Roberts was a Nieman Fellow
at Harvard University, and in 1965 he
joined the New York Times staff as chief
southern correspondent. Later, he covered
the war in Vietnam before becoming the
Times' national editor, responsible for
directing news coverage in Washington
and throughout the country.
During his newspaper career Roberts
has also covered stories ranging from labor
negotiations in the automobile industry to
the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy and the urban race riots of the
1960's.
Roberts will lecture at and meet with
several journalism classes Wednesday and
Thursday, as well as the staff of the Maine
Campus, and will be the featured speaker
at the semi-annual Maine Press
Association convention here Friday.

Paper recyclers plan drive on campus
by Michael Martin

Save this newspaper—it's worth $25 a
ton.
A group of students, faculty and staff
at UMO are planning a collection campaign
for May 12 and 13 on campus to pick up as
much paper as they can.
The Paper Recycling Committee,
made up of about 20 members of the UMO
community, will sponsor the drive and
intends to continue the project on a regular
basis beginning next semester.
According to Dorothy Anderson. a
committee member who is organizing the
drive, the paper will be sold to a recycling
firm which will in turn truck it to Yorktown

Paper Co. in Gardiner where it will be
processed.
Currently an Orono-based group
known as the Orono Conservation
Commission picks up paper downtown on
the first Saturday of each month.
Paper for each drive should be sorted
according to four categories: Good office
white, which includes typing paper,
mimoegraphed material, and letter head
stationery; newsprint; mixed, which includes xeroxed paper and magazines; and
computer readout paper and computer
cards. Newspapers should be tied and
bundled. Anderson said.
"We're expecting to make a lot ot
profit on this," said Sherman Hasbrouck,

an environmental specialist at the
Environmental Studies Center who is on
the committee. But the.$25 to $30 a ton
raised by the drive will be used to send
children to conservation camp, or to
buy
books for the library.
Neither Hasbrouck nor Anderson
could estimate how much paper might
be
collected on campus, but said that
the
average office worker discards about
a
half-pound of "good office white"
each
day.
Anyone interested in the progra
m
should contact Anderson or Hasbro
uck at
the Environmental Studies
Center in
Coburn Hall. She is a graduate
assistant at
the center.

MEET
BILL COHEN

Typesetters
wanted for
Typing Experience
Necessary
Call 581-7531
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'Sun Day'to encourage energy awareness

by Betsy Shirley

To make people aware of the valuable
uses of solar energy, President Jimmy
Carter has proclaimed Wednesday, May 3
national Sun Day.
Nat Williams, a plant science major from
Middlesborough, Mass, is arranging activities on the UMO campus.
"I will have a booth outside the Union.
weather permitting, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

to pass out information on alternative
energy and I'll also be selling T-shirts and
bumper stickers for solar energy,"
Williams said.
A food sale near the booth and an all-day
plant sale in the UMO greenhouse will be
held. The solar home on College Avenue
will be open on Sun Day for tours. The
Stairwell String Band will perform in front
of the Memorial Union at noon, Williams
said.

200 Seniors respond
to fund raising drive
by Kim Marchegiani
Robert Holmes, fund director of the
General Alumni Association, said the
organization's latest fund raising effort
was quite successful when compared to
previous years.
The "Five for Five" drive, aimed at
seniors, began in February with letters to
seniors explaining the drive and asking for
pledges of $5 a year for the next five years.
Members of the Student Alumni Association (SAA) contacted slightly less than
400 students through follow-up phone
calls, Holmes said. Over 200 have said yes,
and 73 of those have already made the first
payment.
When the drive began, the fund raisers
were seeking a minimum of 500 pledges.
The SAA asked its own senior members
as well as seniors in student government,
All-Maine Women, Senior Skulls and the
Senior Council to make a special effort.
Homes reported that about SO percent of
the seniors in these groups have pleged
and he is expecting more.
If you look at this in terms of
percentages. we're doing very well." he
said. "About 10 percent of the class of 1978
have participated in this fund-raising effort
and that's a higher percentage than the
fund raising participation of the last three
classes put together.
He also noted that this was the first year
this approach was tried.
The remainder of the seniors will be
contacted in person by an SAA member, an
approach which the members think will be
more effective.
Each pledge is really double its value.
Holmes said.
Three anonymous alumni are matching
pledges raised by June 30 with their own
money, up to $20,000.
A variety of reasons were given by
seniors who refused to give. They ranged
from "Who cares?- to "Haven't I already
spent enough money on this place?" to
"What's this place ever done for me?"
Holmes said these attitudes do appear
sometimes. He suggested that students or
alumni may bear some kind of personal
grudge—perhaps their son was not admitted or they were given a rough time by one
of the departments—and they don't want
to contribute.

"The money is very important if a
university is to carry out all its programs,"
he said. "It is even more important in a
situation like UMO, where the state funds
only 40 percent of the university's need
and the rest must be raised through
tuition, room and board and private
donations."

"I feel this is just a beginning. Energy
conservation is becoming a big thing,"
Williams said.
Other Sun Day events in the state
include an evening consumer education
workshop on solar energy in Bangor,
alternative energy workshops at the
College of the Atlantic and an expedition to
the top of Cadilac Mountain starting at the
base at 4 a.m. The Paul Winter Consort,
famous for their natural type music and
animal sounds, will perform a blend of jazz
and classical music, and a solar powered
radio communication will be sent between
Schoodic and Cadilac Mountains.

Kara

POI.,
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minum•

"I saw some material there about Sun
Day so I took it home and wrote some
letters," he said. "During Christmas
vacation I tried to interest teachers and
students in my home town in the project."
Williams said he has planned all the
activities by himself. "I got several ideas
from the Sun Day Times and I also
confered with members of the engineering
department," he said.
Williams is involved in the Clamshell
Alliance and he said some of his friends
from that organization will assist in the Sun
Day activities.

Williams said there are four main
reasons for observing Sun Day: to focus
itational attention on solar potential for
filling energy needs, to encourage public
participation in national energy policies, to
provide information on energy at a
community level and to support renewable
energy resources.

SYMBOLS OF LOVE

Speaker named
Dr. H. Guyford Stever, former director
of the National Science Foundation and
now director of TRW. Inc., a high
technology engineering firm, will he the
guest speaker at UMO's 18th annual
Scholastic Honor Societies' banquet
Thursday in Wells Commons.
New members of UMO scholastic
societies, including Phi Beta Kappa, Phi
Kappa Phi and specialized honor groups
will be recognized and several awards will
be announced. Recipients of the Distinguished Maine Professor Award, sponsored by the General Alumni Association.
and the Presidential Research Achievement Award will be announced.
Stever, who has had a distinguished
career as a scientist, educator, industrial
and government consultant, was President
Ford's White House Science and Technology Advisor as well as a member of the
President's Committee on Science and
Technology.
A
,,,,,,
....A
%%

A special sunset service is scheduled at
the Newman Center and Williams is
working on presenting a film on alternative
energy. Fogler Library will also have a
display of books about solar energy and
WMEB-FM will be playing sun songs
throughout the day.
Williams said he became interested in
solar energy and Sun Day while attending a
conference on solar greenhouses at Marlboro College in Vermont last November.

As perfect as the love you
share.. a Keepsake
diamond.. guaranteed in
writing for perfect
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color and precise cut.
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It was a beautiful day—temperatures in the
50s, a steady breeze and a hot April sun—ideal
conditions for the 12th annual Kenduskeag
Stream Canoe Race on Saturday.
Featuring a new bateaux class, along with the
various canoe and kayak races, including the
concrete canoes, the race drew 252 crafts (there
was even a bathtub). Of the 15 different races, 14
crafts finished the 16-mile course in record time.
The wind helped, and the river was high and
fast.
UMO swim team coach Jeff Wren won the first
class kayak competition in one hour, 55 minutes
and 20 seconds to become the first person ever to
complete the course in less than two hours. Two
separate concrete canoes from UMO tied for first
place in their race. There were 29 entries coming
from as far away as Newark, New Jersey.
Six-Mile Falls claimed many crafts. From the
experts to the beginners the whitewater
challenged all — sparing some, merely coaxing
some into a chilly bath, while sending others
home wet and empty-handed, or at best, still
clinging to a paddle.
•

Different people approached the river in
different ways. Jeff Wren [center] went all
out and more, while others went casual, or
formal, to suit their tastes. But if you Rot
dumped, it didn't matter—it was just cold.
[Jim Sloan photos]
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Stickmen score in bunches; rout Nasson,12-3
by Charlotte McAtee
Bill McEnaney and Charlie Thomas
scored three goals apiece to lead the UMO
lacrosse club to a 12-3 victory over Nasson
College at Lengyel field Saturday
afternoon.
McEnaney opened the scoring with
less than two minutes gone in the first
quarter, picking up the rebound of his own
shot on net and scoring into the upper left
corner. That was it for the first period,
although Maine had a few more good
chances, most notably two bids by Andy
Smith that failed.
The leader of the "big Mac attack"
struck again at almost the same time in the
second quarter". Scooping up a ground ball
that had been knocked out of Jim Kelley's
stick, McEnaney spun around a defenseman and scored on a sinking backhand
shot.
Andy Smith connected on a bounce shot
through a screen after a pass from Jeff
Deacon, and 20 seconds later Deacon made
it 4-0 on a high shot after he recovered a
ground ball.
Midfielder Charlie Thomas scored just
before halftime on a 25 foot bounce shot to
put Maine up 5-0. Thomas continued
where he had left off in the second half,
scoring 27 seconds after the faceoff on a
pass from Mike Schlier.
Nasson broke through a tough defense
to break up Glen Willard's shutout, but
Bob Zipse got that one back for the Black
Bears moments later when he was left
alone in front of the net. Deacon hit Zipse
with a pass from behind the goal.
Andy Smith made it 8-1 on the
offensive play of the game. A Nasson
defenseman was out of the situation with a
broken stick, and Maine took advantage of
the situation. Smith broke in front of the
net and took a perfect pass from
McEnaney. The lightning-fast shot was
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impossible to stop.
The defense play of the game came soon
afterward, when Leo Legere broke up a
Nasson two on one rush. Legere knocked
the connecting pass out of the air with his
stick, preventing even a shot on goal.
Thomas got his hat trick on a high
hard shot from in close, and McEnaney got
his third on a low buzzer after some fancy

Tennis squad
notches first

Emerson ineligible

The University of Maine's varsity men's
tennis team defeated Colby College by a
score of 6-3 in Waterville Saturday
afternoon.
Highlighting the meet were two matches
won by Maine which went into the
tiebreaker in the third set. Also, Maine's
Jim Levesque suffered his first defeat of
the year, losing 6-1, 7-5 to Colby's Bob
Desmond.
With the victory, Maine evened its
record at 1-1 in regular season play. Colby
dipped to 0-3 with the loss. Maine's next
match is Tuesday against the University of
Maine Portland-Gorham at Portland.
The scoring summary: Bob Desmond (C)
def. Jim Levesque (M) 6-1, 7-5; Bill
Hammer (M) def. John Kaufman (C) 7-6,
7-6; Tom Duke(C)def. Abe Parvanta (M),
6-4, 6-4; Andy Goode d(C) def. Bob Salt
(M), 3-6, 6-2, 6-1; George Skillin (M) def.
Peter Marlitt (C). 2-6, 6-2, 7-5; Rom
Manter(M)def. Peter Lee(C)3-6, 6-3, 6-3;
Levesque-Hammer (M) def. Desmond Kaufman(C)3-6, 6-3, 7-6; Parvanta-Skillin
(M) def. Goode-Bill Daly (r) 6-0, 4-6, 7-6;
Salt-Manter(M)def. Dube-Marlitt(C)7-5.
6-4.
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cuts around Nasson defensemen.
A power-play goal for Nasson made
the score 10-2, but Rocky Carzo scored for
Maine at 13:48 for a 11-2 lead just before
the final quarter. The teams traded goals
in the final stanza, Dennis Coffey scoring
for Maine.
The defense for the Black Bears was
excellent, with Jim Long leading the way.

The ECAC rules committee
ended UMO quarterback Butch
Emerson's hopes of playing next fall.
The committee ruled against
Emerson's plea for red shirt status,
making him ineligible for continued
play.
Emerson, a senior, was used for
just 12 plays in a game against URI
in the 1977 season and did not see
action in any other games. Emerson
hoped that this could get him red
shirted for last year and give him an
extra year of play, but since he didn't
sit out the whole year, his request
was turned down.
UMO coach Jack Bicknell said
the right decision was made under
the stipulations of the rule, but was
disappointed that Emerson would
not be able to return,
Emerson also expressed disappointment, although he said the
decision wasn't unexpected.

What few shots were on net were
repeatedly stopped by Willard.
The next game for Maine is Thursday
afternoon, when they travel to Waterville
for a contest with Colby College. Their
record is now 3-0 in the club league, 3-2
overall.

Tenth taken
by track team
at BC behind
field men
The meet drew over 700 runners and 22
teams competed in the men's events as the
BC Relays, in its 13th year, was dominated
this weekend by Northeastern University,
who won with 611
/
2 points. UConn was a
distant second, followed by UMass, BC
and BU. Maine was 10th with nine points.
Not unexpectedly, UMO scored its
points in the field events, placing in the
;hot (third), discuss (third), long jump
fourth) and triple jump (fifth).
NU won the shot, setting a meet record.
Their three-man team totaled 158 feet,
eight inches, ahead of UMO's 133 feet, 11
inches.
John Flora broke another meet record for
NU, winning the three mile race in 13.33.0.
Glen Cohen of BU, who was a member of
Great Britain's Olympic team in 1976, led
the Terriers to a fifth place. anchoring the
440. 880 and mile relays, all won by BU.
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Another split

UMass pitching confounds Bears

S

In the second game. with some help from right fielder Mike Curry's bat. Maine
reversed it, beating the Minutemen in another nine inning battle. 6-5.
Sloan
photosi

by Stacy Viles

Barry LaCasse fires a pitch in the first game of Sunday's doubleheader. Lot asse
worked his way out of several jams. but UMass won it in the ninth. 5-4.

Our lucky
winners!

Oh, so close, yet so far.
The UMO and the University of
Massachusetts baseball teams threw some
hard punches in their doubleheader here
Sunday, but the decision was a draw.
UMass won the first game 5-4 and the
Bears took the second, 6-5. Each game
went two extra innings.

GRAND PRIZE WINNER
$500 CASH!
Constance Roy
Slillvrater

DAILY DRAWINGS WINNERS
$25 CASH!
George Temple
Orono

Roxanne Home
Bangor

Thanks to all of you our opening
week has been most exciting.
We have had the opportunity to
greet familiar faces and quite
a number of new ones. Part of the
opening excitement has been
our daily cash drawings. We thought
you would like to learn who
the lucky winners were.

Miriam Campbell
Orono

Steve Gavett
Orono

Norma Clifford
Orono

Rita Goodwin
Old Town

Bernard Corneil
Orono

Bob Farrar
Orono

Angus Nesbit
Orono

Peter Caron
Old Town

Kevin Lourie
Orono

111D411111111111

Connie Knapp
Bangor

Eugenie DeHass
Orono

111101111111111
BANGOR
SAVINGS
BANK
•

Inez Roberts
Of0.10

Deanie Moran
Milford

Fay Hyland
Orono

Rita Weatherbee
Orono

Charles Leaf
Orono

Mary Dietrich
Orringlor

Natalie Stormann
Milford

Your family financial service center...
We're a lot more than Just a safe place to save.
BANGOR
GREENVILLE

BELFAST

DOVER FOXCROFT

MILLINOCKET

ORONO

(.;?

EASTPORT
MEMBER

ELLSWORTH

FDIC

This split (Maine has split their last 3
doubleheaders) drops Maine's record to
8-6 and lessens ECAC playoff hopes.
In the second game, John Dixon
survived a four-run first inning to go the
distance for Maine.
In that first inning. UMass loaded the
bases with three consecutive singles and a
walk. A wild pitch, a fly to center, and a
single by third baseman Leo Kalinowski
accounted for the four runs.
Dixon settled down, gave up one more
run in the fourth and continued strong,
striking out five.
The Black Bears started strong offensively in the first inning also, scoring
two runs. Bob Anthoine, Russ Quetti, and
Mike Curry hit consecutive singles to load
the bases for Ed Mitchell and Billy
Hughes. Both flew out deep to score
Anthoine and then Quetti.
Maine added another run in the second
on a wild pitch by starter Tom Nigro. Nigro
followed with a base on balls to Maine's
centerfielder Frank Watson, and UMass
head coach Dick Bergquist brought in the
right hander Jim Lewis. Lewis quieted the
Black Bear bats with hitless pitching for six
innings. Mike Yacysnyn came on in relief
in the eighth to take the loss.
In the home half of the seventh inning,
with a man in scoring position at second
and just one out, designated hitter Ed
Mitchell was ruled out by home plate
umpire Al Card because of an illegal bat,
and the runner was left stranded.
But Maine rallied in the ninth to win on
.Kevin Buckley's fly to center to score pinch
runner Don Simms from third.
Mike Curry had reached first on an error
by the shortstop. Simms came in to run for
Curry and headed for third on co-captain
Billy Hughes's stand-up double. This set
up the sacrifice by freshman Buckley, who
had gone 0 for 8 thus far in the two games.
Barry LaCasse went the distance for
Maine in the first game but to no avail as
the Minutemen pulled through with
timely hitting. Maine was outhit by UMass
13 to 10.
Right fielder Doug Aylwaad led off the
ninth and final inning for UMass with a
double, moved to second on a sacrifice, and
scored on a single by first baseman Dale
Stone.
Maine had scored two in the first inning
off starter Dale Welenc with hits by
Anthoine, Curry, Mitchell and Hughes, but
Welenc scattered the hits from then on.
Maine's record on the season drops to
8-6 while the Minutemen dropped to 10-15.
Maine is scheduled to play a doubleheader at Colby this afternoon and another
tomorrow at the University of New
Hampshire in Durham.
Last Friday's doubleheader against
Husson has been rescheduled for May 2 in
Bangor.
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